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A Witcher's Work is Never Done.Includes ALL Downloadable Content: Everything you need to know

about the Hearts of Stone and Blood and Wine expansions, along with all the DLCs: new weapons,

armor, companion outfits, new game mode, and side quests. Boasting over 800 pages, this massive

guide will equip you with the knowledge essential for completing all quests, upgrading to the best

gear, and crafting the most powerful items.Exclusive Lithos: Two beautifully-printed lithographs

featuring key characters from The Witcher's universe are included.Digital Art Gallery: Explore the

world of The Witcher with a focus on the Duchy of Toussaint, the setting of the Blood and Wine

expansion. Only available in the Collector's Edition eGuide.Over 800 pages: This guide includes a

100% complete walk through for all the quests in the game, including all DLC.The Ultimate Guide

for your journey: Navigate the beautiful yet deadly world of The Witcher with our highly-detailed

maps. Find every Vendor, Chest, Gwent Player, and more.The Complete Gwent Player's Guide:

Collect every Gwent card and use expert strategies to outsmart your opponents with your perfectly

composed deck.A Witcher's Tools: Includes exclusive comprehensive digital inventory section. Find

the stats and details of every weapon, armor, and item in an easily accessible, sortable, and

searchable digital format.Free mobile-friendly eGuide: Includes a code to access the eGuide, a

web-access version of the complete strategy guide optimized for a second-screen experience,

including a comprehensive, searchable and sortable inventory section.
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The first part of my review will be a comparison between the previous edition of this guide (no DLC

content) versus this one. The second part of my review will be this particular guide itself. I apologize

if the pictures are a little blurry, I couldn't hold my phone still, and the camera is flaky

sometimes.Pros:Tons of quality content, information about the base game and all of the

DLC.Information well organized and easy to access.Cons:Pages feel flimsy compared to other

guides and previous release of this guide.Color on pictures is awkward (more below).The main

reason why I bought this guide was the fact that I liked how well the information was organized.

Even though I already had the guide for the base game, I wanted the additional DLC content

thoroughly laid out. In terms of the information inside the guide itself, this thing is rock solid.Now to

the cons, which are good to be aware of when buying this guide: The pages of the guide feel flimsy.

I worry about ripping them when paging through. The previous iteration of the guide had a sort of

glossed finish on them, a sort of thin laminate if you will, so it helped guard a little against rips and

felt nicer on the fingers. The new iteration of the guide (this one) still has that laminate feel, but it is

noticeably less so, and the pages feel slightly thinner, hence my worry of them ripping. The coloring

of the pages is also "awkward". Looking past the slightly blurry images I've supplied, it can be

observed that the newer guide seems to take the original images and turn the brightness up a bit,

such that they don't look as good. If the screenshot is of Geralt inside a dark sewer, I expect it to

look dark to match my game, not be turned up such that the blacks turn to shades of light grey.

Because of this slight change in coloring, images look slightly less sharp. These two issues aren't

deal breakers, but they were minor letdowns.Keep in mind though that this comparison is coming

from someone who is discretely comparing the two editions, so others might not care if this is the

first edition being bought. Overall the content within this guide continues to impress on the level of

detail provided. If anyone is thinking of purchasing this guide for a detailed overview of the game

(including the DLCs) mechanics, quests, etc, I wholeheartedly recommend it, just be aware of the

"cons" I pointed out when going into it.

Let's be honest; you're probably going to end up using an online walkthrough instead of this book

for most of your Witcher 3 questions. But when it comes to administrative stuff -- i.e. figuring out

which Gwent cards you're missing -- you'll be happy to have this book.

Excellent guide, better ordering of information and especially includes the two expansions of the

game, this guide is more complete than the previous one, also brings a code of exchange through

the internet in their official website. Definitely recommended to everyone who follows the saga.



The ultimate guide for the ultimate game. This is beyond comprehensive, which is crazy to believe

when talking about such an expansive and detailed game as The Witcher 3, but the author definitely

captured every small detail and described it perfectly to give you everything you could want in your

playthrough.

Beautiful book for collectors. The guide is nice, but personally, that's not why I get them. I think the

hardback ones are nice collector's items for games I have really enjoyed, and there's usually a lot of

great artwork and stills from the game.

All I can say is this book has all of the information you could possibly want for literally everything in

the game (including DLC). The pages might be a bit thin, but as long as you treat it with respect, you

should never tear a page. The layout of the content is easy to maneuver, and the artwork is great.

Someone needs to work on there boxing when preparing the items for shipping? This item looks like

it was dropped and had 2 impact points and dented the book and the art work that was in the book

was disappointed.

Amazing book for an amazing game!
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